
WINNING WITH 
MODMASTER®: 

Meet Dick York, VP at Crest Insurance in Tucson, AZ! As a champion of ModMaster, 
he took it upon himself to make sure all producers knew how imperative the tool 
was to differentiating, winning new business and retaining current clients.
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How Crest Insurance Agency 
producers use the mod to win 
and retain accounts



HOW DO 
THEY USE 
MODMASTER?
 

Producers at Crest Insurance perform 

a quick mod analysis for their clients and 

prospects with the help of ModMaster. 

 

  

 

The Quick Mod identifies cost drivers—this means that 

producers are able to recommend actionable strategies 

to reduce total workers’ comp costs. What’s more, with 

Broker Briefcase® content, producers actually provide the 

resources necessary to tackle the safety issues 

that are driving work comp costs.

Retain the 
account

Secure the 
BOR in the 
first meeting

Generate leads

they can create up to 
6 easy-to-understand reports.

In just 5 minutes,



Generate leads

I called a prospect who had a string of hardware stores. Their current mod 
value was .98, but I knew they had a couple of large losses in the current year 
and that their mod value was going to increase the following year. When I 

called the prospect, I had a killer pitch—something 
that differentiated me and got them 
interested in meeting. I explained that their mod value 
and premiums were going to increase the following year, and asked if their 
current broker provided them with a mod projection.  I explained that I could 
run a mod projection and that I could help them put loss control measures in 
place. This piqued my prospect’s interest and he agreed to meet with me.

Producers stopped talking price  
and service. 

They changed their pitch to lead  
with the mod.

They landed more first meetings,  
more quickly.

The secret behind the success



Secure the BOR in 
the first meeting

At the hardware store meeting, I uncovered 
that their mod was going to move to a 1.35 
the next year. Needless to say, this was about 
$15,000 in expenses that they hadn’t planned 
for in the new year. They realized that I was 
able to bring so much more to the table than 
their current broker with ModMaster reporting 
that showed how quickly I could actually impact 
their bottom line with real dollars and cents that 
they decided to make a change right then and 
there. I secured the BOR in the first meeting. 

By telling the mod story, I was able 
to help the client plan for 
additional expenses and 
win the account—$56,000 
in premium!

Producers challenge the incumbent and 
show actual savings.

They talk specifically about what they can 
save the employer in work comp claims 
and premiums.

They are able to ask, “What does your 
current broker do to make your 
employees safer and reduce your work 
comp costs?”

The secret behind the success



 
Minimum Mod Reports 

 

Roughly 50% of employers 
have a mod value below 1.  

These employers can still see significant savings in work 
comp costs and premiums if they reduce their mod value 

to the minimum mod. This strategy is the opportunity behind 
winning BORs with prospects that have a favorable mod. 

Retain the account

DO EVEN 
MORE WITH 

MODMASTER

Our retention rate is very high when work 
comp is involved thanks to ModMaster. 
Brokers are now asked to take on more 
than ever and we know our clients 
need help reducing the cost of claims—
something not all brokers are doing. It’s 
a differentiator. Clients stay because of 
our consultative approach and the impact 
on their bottom line, in addition to safety 
manuals, return to work programs, aging 
workforce claims and more through 

Broker Briefcase. ModMaster 
makes it possible for us 
to have tangible proof 
of the services we are 
providing.

Producers run loss reports that show the 
impact on the mod and premium to tell the 
story about incremental improvements and 
savings. 

They show how their mod will change and 
make recommendations for improvements. 

They provide resources from Broker 
Briefcase® for improving the mod.

The secret behind the success


